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Abstract

The accuracy analysis of an approximate atmospheric correction algorithm for
the processing of SeaWiFS data has been investigated for the Baltic Sea. The
analysis made use of theoretical radiances produced with the FEM radiative
transfer code for representative atmosphere-water test cases. The study showed
uncertainties in the determination of the aerosol optical thickness at 865 nm
and of the Ångström exponent lower than ±5% and ±10%, respectively. These
results were confirmed by the analysis of 59 match-ups between satellite-derived
and in situ measurements for a site located in the central Baltic. Because of
the relatively high yellow substance absorption, often combined with the slanted
solar illumination, the retrieval of the water-leaving radiance in the blue part
of the spectrum appeared to be highly degraded, to the extent that almost no
correlation was found between retrieved and simulated values. Better results were
obtained at the other wavelengths. The accuracy in the estimation of the remote
sensing reflectance ratio R35 decreased with diminishing chlorophyll a concentration
and increasing yellow substance absorption, ranging between ±7% and ±47%.

The complete text of the paper is available at http://www.iopan.gda.pl/oceanologia/
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The propagation of R35 uncertainties on chlorophyll a estimation was quantified.
Keeping the same atmosphere-water conditions, the atmospheric correction scheme
appeared sensitive to seasonal changes in the Sun zenith.

1. Introduction

The Baltic Sea is a semi-enclosed basin with specific hydrological and
biochemical traits, as well as a marine area significantly affected by human
activities (Larsson et al. 1985). More specifically, biological cycles show
a diverse spatio-temporal distribution and species succession (e.g. Witek
et al. 1997, Zernova 1997, Siegel et al. 1999, Neumann et al. 2002),
with strong spring algal blooms, characterized by complicated patterns, and
low biological activity in winter. Summer usually brings the conspicuous
appearance of cyanobacteria blooms (Larsson et al. 2001), which can result
in the surface accumulation of filamentous formations, readily detected from
space (Kononen & Leppänen 1997, Siegel & Gerth 1999). More generally,
Baltic waters display a large variability in their inherent and apparent
optical properties (e.g. Olszewski et al. 1992, Kowalczuk 1999, Darecki
et al. 2003). Two optical characteristics are particular features of the
Baltic area. Firstly, the levels of absorption by coloured dissolved organic
matter (yellow substance) are quite high, and account for a large part of the
total absorption of the water, particularly in the blue region of the spectrum
(Ferrari et al. 1996, Kowalczuk & Darecki 1998). Secondly, the geographic
position of the Baltic Sea, whose lowest latitude is around 54◦, implies
a strong seasonal cycle in surface insolation, and considerably slanted solar
illuminations (the solar zenith angle is never lower than about 30◦).

While the first arguments underline the need for long-term synoptic
observations of the marine ecosystem, which only remote sensing can
provide, the latter arguments point out the difficulties encountered in the
processing of remotely sensed data for the Baltic area. Indeed, high solar
zenith angles enhance atmospheric multiple scattering, while strong yellow
substance absorptions decrease the water signal. Both aspects, even more
so when concurrent, render the accurate performance of an atmospheric
correction code a challenging task.

A processing tool has been developed (Bulgarelli & Mélin 2000, Mélin
et al. 2002) for the analysis of data from the Sea-viewing Wide-Field-of-
view Sensor (SeaWiFS, Hooker & Esaias 1993), a visible to near-infrared
multispectral scanner that has been providing global coverage of the oceans
since 1997.

The processing tool makes use of a simple atmospheric correction
method (Sturm & Zibordi 2002) which accounts for Rayleigh multiple
scattering, aerosol single scattering and Rayleigh-aerosol coupling. The
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optical contribution of the water surface for the near infrared (NIR)
channels is accounted for iteratively by a so-called turbid water correction
(Mélin et al. 2003). Integral to the atmospheric correction scheme is the
vicarious calibration procedure, which, by making use of in situ marine
and atmospheric data, minimizes the model inaccuracy and sensor absolute
calibration uncertainty (Sturm & Zibordi 2002, Ohde et al. 2002). The
accuracy of the derived products has been extensively assessed for mid-
latitude European regions, and more specifically for the northern Adriatic
Sea (Bulgarelli & Zibordi 2003, Mélin et al. 2003). This paper aims at
extending the analysis to the Baltic Sea.

By using simulated top-of-atmosphere (TOA) radiance data, the accu-
racy of the atmospheric correction method in the retrieval of (i) aerosol
optical thickness, (ii) water-leaving radiance, and (iii) remote sensing
reflectance ratios is evaluated at the SeaWiFS channels for atmospheric and
water parameters typical of the Baltic Sea. This assessment is supported
by the comparison of actual SeaWiFS-derived aerosol products with field
measurements of the area.

2. Material and methods

2.1. Background

A detailed description of the data processing scheme and the included
atmospheric correction algorithm are given in Sturm & Zibordi (2002),
Bulgarelli & Zibordi (2003) and Mélin et al. (2003). For completeness, the
main conclusions of the accuracy assessment for the northern Adriatic Sea
are recalled here.

By using simulated TOA radiance data, an accuracy analysis of
the atmospheric correction method in the estimation of aerosol optical
thickness τa, water-leaving radiance Lw, and remote sensing reflectance
ratios was performed for atmospheric and water parameters typical of mid-
latitude European regions, with specific reference to the northern Adriatic
Sea. The analysis (Bulgarelli & Zibordi 2003) indicated that the aerosol
optical thickness at 865 nm and the aerosol Ångström exponent can be
estimated with uncertainties lower than ±5% and ±8%, respectively. It also
demonstrated an increase of uncertainties in the estimation of the water-
leaving radiance with decreasing pigment concentration and increasing
yellow substance absorption. Finally, it showed uncertainties of ±10% in
the estimation of the remote sensing reflectance ratio between the 490 and
555 nm SeaWiFS channels.
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For the same region, an extensive validation of SeaWiFS-derived
products, including aerosol optical thickness, water-leaving radiance, chloro-
phyll a concentration (Chl), total suspended matter concentration (TSM),
and diffuse attenuation coefficient Kd, was performed with in situ data
collected in the northern Adriatic Sea for the period September 1997
– May 2002 (Zibordi et al. 2002, Mélin et al. 2003). The results exhibited
mean relative differences between in situ and satellite-derived aerosol optical
thicknesses less than 23% in the spectral range 443 to 865 nm, whereas
the mean relative difference for the remote sensing reflectance ratio at
490 and 555 nm was found equal to 8%. By applying regional empirical
bio-optical algorithms for Chl, TSM, and Kd at 490 nm, the analysis
of coincident, in situ and satellite-derived values showed respective mean
relative differences of 40%, 28% and 30% .

The two analyses supported each other: the differences in the results
are justified by additional sources of uncertainties affecting the complete
processing chain for SeaWiFS data, the in situ measurements, and the
variability inherent to the comparison of pixel-size satellite values with point
measurements.

2.2. Elements of the simulation scheme

The highly accurate FEM radiative transfer code, whose description
and accuracy are given in Bulgarelli et al. (1999), is used to simulate
the radiance contributions at the sensor. The simulations are performed
at SeaWiFS centre-wavelengths (λ1 = 412, λ2 = 443, λ3 = 490, λ4 = 510,
λ5 = 555, λ6 = 670, λ7 = 765, λ8 = 865 nm) for a coupled atmosphere-ocean
system with a flat sea surface and in the absence of whitecaps (assumptions
reasonable for wind speeds lower than about 4 m s−1), using the same
atmosphere-water model described in Bulgarelli & Zibordi (2003). For
simplicity the TOA solar irradiance is assumed equal to unity.

Several combinations of geometric, atmospheric and marine parameters
have been chosen (see Table 1) as representative of the Baltic Sea. Each
combination defines a test case.

The viewing angle θv of the space sensor is only considered in the range
20◦–50◦, as it is restricted by the SeaWiFS tilt angle and scan edge. The
relative azimuth ∆φ between the sensor and the Sun, is taken in the range
0◦–70◦, as defined by the SeaWiFS observation geometry for the region.
The solar zenith angle θ0 is chosen to vary between 30◦ and 65◦. The lower
limit for θ0 is imposed by the geographic position of the Baltic Sea, where
the southernmost latitude is around 54◦N.

The maritime and continental aerosol single scattering albedo ω0a

(IAMAPRC 1984) are selected as typical cases. The range of variability
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Table 1. Geometric, atmospheric and marine parameters used in the simulations.
The parameters defining the standard case are given in bold, while the parameters
defining the other cases are given in brackets

Satellite zenith angle θv 20◦–30◦–40◦–50◦

Relative azimuth between ∆φ 0◦–40◦–70◦
the planes of illumination
and observation

Sun zenith angle θ0 45◦ (30◦–50◦–65◦)
Ångström exponent ν 1.4 (1.0–1.8)
Ångström coefficient α 0.05 (0.02–0.08)
Aerosol single scattering albedo ω0a Maritime∗,Continental∗

Chlorophyll a concentration Chl [mg m−3] 0.3–3.0–10.0

Yellow substance ays(440) [m−1] 0.1443–0.4137–0.6831
absorption coefficient at 440 nm

Spectral slope of exponential decay Sys [nm−1] 0.0193 (0.0145–0.0240)
of the yellow substance
absorption coefficient

∗ according to WMO (IAMAPRC 1984).

for the Ångström coefficient α and exponent ν is chosen to represent clear
atmospheres in the Baltic Sea. The case with α equal to 0.02 corresponds
to a very clear atmosphere. The middle and high values of α are associated
with τa(550) of 0.09 and 0.23, respectively. Out of an extensive literature
review, Smirnov et al. (2002) listed values of τa(550) in the range of
0.11–0.28. At a measurement site in the central Baltic (Gotland Island, see
below) climatological mean values of 0.06 and 1.4 have been observed for
α and ν, respectively. In the southern Baltic, Kuśmierczyk-Michulec et al.
(2001) found median values of 0.17 and 0.14 for τa(555) in July 1997 and
March 1998, respectively, and a large variability in the Ångström exponent
(0.3–1.7). Higher values of τa(555) may be regularly measured in coastal
areas (0.10–0.50, Kuśmierczyk-Michulec & Marks 2000).

The chlorophyll a concentrations Chl are selected to represent diverse
conditions. Similarly, different absorption coefficients of yellow substance
ays(λ) and associated slope coefficients Sys of exponential decay are chosen
to represent the minimum, mean and maximum experimental conditions
observed in the Baltic Sea. Schwarz et al. (2002) indicate a mean
ays(440) = 0.4137 m−1, with standard deviation σa = 0.2694 m−1, and
a mean slope coefficient Sys = 0.0193 nm−1, with a narrow standard devia-
tion σs = 0.0024 nm−1. Kowalczuk (1999) observed that yellow substance
absorption in the southern Baltic Sea is characterized by significant seasonal
variations (with a maximum in spring, and a minimum in autumn-winter,
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in relation to the biological cycle and to the hydrological pattern of riverine
discharge and vertical mixing of the water column) and significant spatial
variations (the highest values of yellow substance absorption coefficient are
in bay water and the lowest in open-sea water in all seasons; the coastal zone
shows intermediate values). Conversely, Kowalczuk (1999) observed that
the coefficient Sys is subject to minor seasonal and spatial variations, which
suggests that the average composition of humic substances in the southern
Baltic remains stable, and that fulvic acids are the dominant fraction of
coloured dissolved organic matter. A general tendency for higher absorption
values to be associated with lower slopes is commonly observed (Kowalczuk
1999, Højerslev & Aas 2001, Schwarz et al. 2002).

2.3. Accuracy assessment of the atmospheric correction method

The analysis is carried out assuming that the radiance at the sensor is not
affected by noise and that the water-leaving radiance in the NIR is known
exactly and, for simplicity, assumed negligible. The influence of incorrect
predictions of the NIR water-leaving radiance on the overall accuracy of the
atmospheric correction algorithm has been already discussed in Bulgarelli
& Zibordi (2003).

The atmospheric correction scheme ingests as input data (i) the sensor
viewing geometry, (ii) the Sun zenith and azimuth, (iii) the simulated
TOA total, Ltot(λi), and Rayleigh, LR(λi), radiances at each λi, and
produces (i) the aerosol optical thickness at λ8, τa(λ8), (ii) the aerosol
Ångström exponent ν, (iii) the water-leaving radiance Lw(λi) at λ1 − λ6,
and (iv) derived products such as the remote sensing reflectance ratios Rij =
Rrs(λi)/Rrs(λj), where Rrs(λ) = Lw(λ)/Ed(λ) (with Ed(λ) the downwelling
irradiance above the sea surface).

The accuracy analysis is based on (i) the relative percentage uncertainty
ε of the estimated Xe versus simulated Xs quantities, computed for each
test case according to

ε(X) =
Xe − Xs

Xs
× 100, (1)

and on (ii) the mean < ε > and the standard deviation σε relative to the
Gaussian fit of the ε distribution. In order to support the accuracy analysis
of data that do not follow a Gaussian distribution, the percentage root mean
square relative difference RMSrd is introduced, and defined as

RMSrd(X) =

√√√√ 1
N

N∑
k=1

[
Xe − Xs

Xs

]2

× 100, (2)

where N represents the number of selected test cases.
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2.4. Vicarious calibration procedure

The vicarious calibration procedure is performed to optimize the code for
the selected region, in a way similar to the method followed for operational
codes (Eplee et al. 2001, Sturm & Zibordi 2002).

At first, the vicarious calibration coefficient Vcf at λ8 is computed
estimating the total radiance at the sensor from exact values of τa(λ8).
Afterwards, an analogous procedure is used to compute the Vcf at λ7.
Fig. 1a shows the scatter plots of estimated versus simulated Ltot(λ7,8) for
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Fig. 1. Plots of retrieved Ltot(λ7,8) versus simulated Ltot(λ7,8) (a) and frequency
histograms of ε(Ltot) (b). Data are for all atmospheric test cases, assuming a TOA
solar irradiance equal to unity. Each point represents a test case. Circle: standard
cases; diamond: α = 0.02; square: α = 0.08; leftward triangle: ν = 1.0; rightward
triangle: ν = 1.8; downward triangle: θ0 = 30◦; star: θ0 = 50◦; upward triangle:
θ0 = 65◦; x-sign: continental aerosol single scattering albedo. The dashed-dotted
line is the linear regression line of slope b, r its correlation coefficient. RMSrd is
the root mean square of relative differences
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all atmospheric test cases, and Fig. 1b displays the frequency histogram
of ε(Ltot). Estimated and simulated quantities display a clear linear
relationship. The dotted-dashed line represents the linear regression of data,
whose slope b is adopted as vicarious calibration coefficient (specifically,
b = 0.954 at λ7 and b = 0.957 at λ8).

Subsequently, the computation of the Vcf at λ1 − λ6, is performed by
estimating the total radiance at the sensor from exact water-leaving radiance
Lw at each λi. For the different centre-wavelengths, the regression slopes of
estimated Ltot(λi) as a function of simulated Ltot(λi) range between 0.954
and 0.971, while the coefficients of correlation r are always larger than 0.998.

3. Results

3.1. Accuracy of the estimated atmospheric parameters

Fig. 2a shows the scatter plot of retrieved versus simulated τa(λ8). The
linear regression line, whose slope b is used to describe the average difference
between retrieved and true (i.e. simulated) values, is indistinguishable from
the 1:1 line. The frequency histogram of ε(τa(λ8)) and its Gaussian fit are
displayed on Fig. 2b. The Gaussian mean < ε > and standard deviation σε

suggest that τa(λ8) is retrieved with an average uncertainty of ±5% for 68%
of the cases.
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Fig. 2. Plots of retrieved versus simulated τa(λ8) (a) and frequency histogram of
ε(τa(λ8)) and its Gaussian fit (b). Each point represents a test case (see Fig. 1).
The dashed-dotted line is the linear regression line of slope b, r its correlation
coefficient. < ε > and σε are the mean and standard deviation of the Gaussian fit,
respectively. RMSrd is the root mean square of relative differences
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Similarly, Fig. 3 shows the scatter plot of retrieved versus simulated ν, as
well as the frequency histogram of ε(ν) and its Gaussian fit. The Gaussian
mean < ε > and standard deviation σε indicate that ν is retrieved with an
average uncertainty of ±10% for 68% of the cases.
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< ε > and σε are the mean and standard deviation of the Gaussian fit, respectively.
RMSrd is the root mean square of relative differences

These results are in close agreement with those determined for mid-
latitude European regions.

3.2. Accuracy of the estimated water-leaving radiance

Figs 4.1a and 4.2a illustrate the accuracy in retrieving the water-leaving
radiance Lw, at representative centre-wavelengths λ1, λ3, λ5 and λ6, through
the plots of estimated versus simulated Lw for all test cases characterized
by a mean yellow substance absorption (ays(440) = 0.4137 m−1, Sys

= 0.0193 nm−1). At each centre-wavelength, Figs 4.1b and 4.2b show the
frequency histograms of the percentage relative uncertainty ε(Lw) and their
Gaussian fits, for the different Chl values.

As a result of the vicarious calibration procedure, the linear regression
slopes are very close to 1 at each centre-wavelength. If the Vcf values
obtained for mid-latitude European regions were adopted in alternative
to those produced in this study, a bias (particularly relevant in the blue
channels) would characterize the intercomparison results.

The scattering on ε, identified by the Gaussian standard deviation σε,
is extremely high at λ1 and at λ2 (not shown here). Two phenomena
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Fig. 4.1. Plots of retrieved versus simulated Lw (the TOA solar irradiance
is assumed equal to unity) (a) and frequency histograms, with Gaussian fit,
of ε(Lw) for each selected chlorophyll a concentration Chl (b). Data are for
centre-wavelengths λ1 and λ3, and for all test cases characterized by a mean
yellow substance absorption (ays(440) = 0.4137 m−1, Sys = 0.0193 nm−1). Each
point represents a test case (see Fig. 1). Blue marks are for Chl = 0.3 mg m−3,
red marks for Chl = 3.0 mg m−3, green marks for Chl = 10.0 mg m−3. The
dashed-dotted line is the linear regression line of slope b. The dotted and dashed
lines delimit the |ε(Lw)| < 20% and |ε(Lw)| < 50% regions, respectively; r is the
correlation coefficient. < ε > and σε are the mean and standard deviation of
the Gaussian fit, respectively. RMSrd is the root mean square of relative differences

sum up at these wavelengths: (i) the water signal is lowered by the
high yellow substance absorption, and (ii) significant uncertainties in the
estimate of the atmospheric radiance occur due to misestimated multiple
scattering contributions. The previous study performed for mid-latitude
European regions already pointed out that uncertainties in the water-leaving
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Fig. 4.2. As in Fig. 4.1 but for centre-wavelengths λ5 and λ6. Note the different
scales for the axis

radiance increase with increasing yellow substance absorption. As expected,
the high yellow substance concentrations characterizing the Baltic Sea
exacerbate the phenomenon, so that almost no correlation is found between
simulated and retrieved water-leaving radiance at λ1, particularly for low
Chl values.

More accurate results are obtained at λ > λ2, particularly for cases
characterized by low atmospheric multiple scattering and high Chl concen-
tration.

3.3. Accuracy in the computation of derived products

Various bio-optical algorithms for chlorophyll a estimation make use of
the ratio R35 between the remote-sensing reflectances at λ3 and λ5. Fig. 5
shows the frequency histograms of the percentage relative uncertainty of the
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(c) yellow substance absorption coefficient ays(440) (Sys = 0.0193 nm−1)

reflectance ratio, ε(R35), and the related Gaussian fits, for different chloro-
phyll a concentrations and yellow substance absorptions (ays(440) = 0.1443,
0.4137, 0.6831 m−1, Sys = 0.0193 nm−1). The Gaussian means < ε >
indicate the tendency to underestimate R35 for low Chl values (about −4%),
and to slightly overestimate R35 for high Chl values (+1–2%). The scattering
on ε, identified by the Gaussian standard deviation σε, ranges between 6%
and 47%, strongly increasing with Chl decrease and ays(440) increase. For
low Chl associated with medium-high ays(440), the retrieval of R35 is highly
degraded.

Minute differences in the results are obtained when varying Sys in its
assumed range of variation. Nevertheless, it is possible to observe that σε
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increases when Sys decreases: the absorption coefficient of yellow substance
at λ3 and λ5 is higher for lower values of Sys. A broader range of variation
for Sys suggested in various studies (Kowalczuk 1999, Højerslev & Aas 2001)
and particularly the high absorption values associated with relatively low
spectral slopes (Kowalczuk 1999, Højerslev & Aas 2001, Schwarz et al. 2002)
would exacerbate these findings.

Clearly, in the estimation of Chl from remote sensing reflectance ratios,
two sources of error add up: the uncertainties affecting the remote sensing
reflectance ratio itself and the inaccuracies introduced by the bio-optical
algorithm. It is not the aim of this work to assess the accuracy of bio-
optical algorithms. Hence, hereafter only the effects of propagation of the
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R35 uncertainties on Chl estimation will be investigated. For the sake of
discussion, the OC2v2 algorithm (Maritorena & O’Reilly 2000), relating
Chl and R35 values, has been adopted as representative of a band-ratio
empirical algorithm. Fig. 6 shows the frequency histogram of ε(Chl), i.e. the
relative percentage difference between Chl values obtained using retrieved
and simulated R35 values into the OC2v2 algorithm. In agreement with the
conclusions drawn for the retrieval of R35, the estimate of Chl is degraded
for low concentrations associated with high yellow substance absorption.
As a whole, σε(Chl) is amplified threefold with respect to σε(R35), whereas
RMSrd may be increased even more.

3.4. Uncertainties induced by seasonal variation of the solar
zenith angle

As already observed by Bulgarelli & Zibordi (2003), the seasonal
variation of the Sun’s position may induce seasonal variations in the
method’s accuracy. Case studies have been investigated for the Island of
Gotland, a site located in the central Baltic (lat. 57◦55′N, long. 18◦56′E),
and a component of the AErosol RObotic NETwork (AERONET, Holben
et al. 1998). The case studies have been defined for a SeaWiFS overpass
at about 12:00 GMT, Sun zenith angle ranging between 37◦ and 83◦ over
the year, an average viewing geometry given by θv = 25◦ and ∆φ = 30◦, the
standard atmospheric conditions listed in Table 1, a mean yellow substance
absorption (i.e. ays(440)=0.4137 m−1, Sys=0.0193 nm−1) and all three
chlorophyll a concentrations (i.e. Chl = 0.3, 3.0, 10.0 mg m−3).

Under the selected conditions, the atmospheric correction code gave raise
to extremely large errors for θ0 around 80◦ (December and January; no
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for a SeaWiFS overpass at about 12:00 GMT over the Baltic Sea (lat. 57◦55′N,
long. 18◦56′E). The dotted lines delimit a region for which θ0 < 65◦
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operational ocean colour imagery covering the Baltic is actually provided
for those months). The results obtained for the rest of the year are hereafter
presented.

The seasonal variation of ε(τa(λ8)) and ε(ν) as a function of the day
of the year are presented in Fig. 7. Both plots show an overestimate
for winter (i.e. high θ0) and an underestimate for summer (i.e. low θ0).
The seasonal variation of ε(τ(λ8)) and ε(ν) is in the range ±5% and
(−7%, +12%), respectively. The uncertainty fall-off for θ0 < 65◦ is probably
due to uncertainty compensations within the correction scheme.

The seasonal variation of ε(Lw) for λ1, λ3, λ5 and λ6, and for different
Chl values is shown in Fig. 8. The ε(Lw) range of variation increases on
Chl decrease and reaches its maximum at λ1. In addition, the inversion
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Fig. 8. Seasonal variation of ε(Lw) for mean yellow substance absorption and
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were produced under the same conditions of Fig. 7 and for centre-wavelengths
λ1, λ3, λ5, λ6
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scheme tends to overestimate the water-leaving radiance in winter and to
underestimate it in summer.

Fig. 9 shows the seasonal variations of ε(R35) and ε(Chl) for the different
input Chl values. ε(R35) is negative in summer and positive in winter,
while ε(Chl) has an opposite trend. The range of variation of ε(R35) is
within ±40% and strongly increases on Chl decrease. Likewise, the range of
variation of ε(Chl) is ±50% for medium-high concentrations, but can reach
up to +100% in summer for low concentrations.
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Fig. 9. Seasonal variation of ε(R35) and ε(Chl) for mean yellow substance
absorption and (◦) Chl = 0.3 mg m−3, (∗) Chl = 3.0 mg m−3,
(✷) Chl = 10.0 mg m−3. Data were produced under the same conditions as in
Fig. 7

3.5. Comparison with field measurements

SeaWiFS product validation for the Baltic Sea is here restricted to the
aerosol products, making use of in situ data collected on Gotland (central
Baltic).
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The validation was carried out through the analysis of coincident surface
optical measurements by the Sun photometer at the site and SeaWiFS
overpasses (hereafter called match-ups) for the period 2000–2003. The
protocol for the match-up selection implemented in Mélin et al. (2003) for
a small oceanographic platform in the northern Adriatic Sea could not be
applied here. In fact for Gotland, the pixels closest to the measurement site
are land pixels and cannot be included in the comparison analysis. Thus,
a large 21x21-pixel square centred on the measurement site is first isolated.
Then, in that area, assumed representative of the local atmosphere, the
cloud-free marine 5x5-pixel square closest to the site is searched and used
for the comparison. A match-up is considered valid if it fulfils the following
conditions: (i) at least 3 field measurements sequences are available within
±1 hour of the satellite overpass; (ii) the satellite and Sun zenith angles are
lower than 56◦ and 70◦, respectively; (iii) the atmospheric correction gives
valid results on all 25 pixels for the aerosol optical thickness τa(λ) in all 8
channels, and for the normalized water-leaving radiance (i.e. positive) in
the spectral interval 412–555 nm; (iv) the ratio of the standard deviation to
the mean of satellite-derived τa(865) computed over the 5x5-pixel square
is lower than 0.2; (v) the ratio of the standard deviation to the mean
of in situ τa(870) computed over the measurements (collected in the ±1
hour interval) is lower than 0.2. The latter criteria filter out conditions of
strong spatial and/or temporal heterogeneity that would lessen the meaning
of the comparison. Finally, the field value is computed as the average
of the measurements in the ±1 hour interval. The Ångström exponent
ν is computed as the slope of the log-transformed data with respect to
wavelength in the 443–870 nm interval.

The scatter plot of SeaWiFS-derived versus in situ aerosol optical
thickness at 443, 500 and 865 nm for 59 match-ups is displayed in Fig. 10
(the satellite-derived τa(500) is simply computed as the mean of the output
at 490 and 510 nm to match the centre-wavelength of the field instrument).
This comparison is completed for the same match-ups by the scatter plot of
SeaWiFS-derived versus in situ Ångström exponents (Fig. 11). The analysis
gives satisfactory results for the aerosol optical thickness with an RMSrd
between the two distributions of ∼ 25% and a correlation coefficient r higher
than 0.92 for the three wavelengths considered. The spectral agreement is
supported by an RMSrd of 24% for the Ångström exponent. The range
of values covered by the match-ups is 0.04–0.4 and 0.5–2.1 for τa(500)
and ν, respectively: these values are very representative of the conditions
encountered in the Baltic (see Section 2). The distribution of the Ångström
exponent displays relatively high values, more typical of summer conditions
on Gotland (half of the match-ups are actually from July and August).
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These results are in full agreement with those presented in Figs 2 and 3.
As already stated, higher RMSrd values are naturally expected in the
comparison of actual satellite retrievals and point field measurements. For
instance, the sole introduction of noise sources at λ7 and λ8 can lead to
substantial uncertainties in the estimated ν (Bulgarelli & Zibordi 2003).

4. Discussion and conclusions

The accurate interpretation of ocean colour data for the Baltic Sea is
recognized as being a difficult task. The Baltic Sea is typically characterized
by relatively high solar zenith angles (which increase atmospheric multiple
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scattering), and high yellow substance absorption coefficients (which de-
crease the water signal, particularly in the blue part of the spectrum).

The accuracy analysis of an approximate atmospheric correction al-
gorithm for the processing of SeaWiFS images, already investigated for
atmospheric and water parameters typical of mid-latitude European regions,
has been extended to the Baltic Sea.

The method accounts for Rayleigh multiple scattering, aerosol single
scattering, Rayleigh-aerosol coupling, and accounts for a contribution of
water-leaving radiances in the NIR channels. A vicarious calibration
procedure is applied to trim model inaccuracies and space sensor absolute
calibration uncertainties.

The highly accurate FEM radiative transfer code has been used to
simulate the radiance distribution for representative atmosphere-water test
cases. For all cases, the code accuracy has been assessed for the estimate
of (i) aerosol optical thickness, (ii) water-leaving radiance, and (iii) remote
sensing reflectance ratios.

When compared to mid-latitudes, the accuracy of the atmospheric
correction method applied to Baltic Sea data remains almost unchanged
for the estimation of the atmospheric parameters: the aerosol optical
thickness at 865 nm and the aerosol Ångström exponent are determined
with uncertainties lower than ±5% and ±10%, respectively. These results
are confirmed by the analysis of 59 match-ups between satellite derived
and in situ measurements for a site located in the central Baltic. The
latter comparison gives differences (expressed as RMSrd) of ∼ 25% and
a correlation higher than 0.92 for the aerosol optical thickness at 443, 500
and 865 nm.

Because of the relatively high yellow substance absorption, often
combined with slanted solar illumination, the retrieval of the water-leaving
radiance in the blue part of the spectrum is highly degraded, to the extent
that almost no correlation is found between retrieved and simulated values.
Better results are found at the other wavelengths.

The accuracy in the estimation of the remote sensing reflectance ratio
R35 decreases with a decrease in chlorophyll a concentration and an increase
in yellow substance absorption. The uncertainty ranges between ±7% for
high chlorophyll a concentrations (i.e. 10 mg m−3) and low yellow substance
absorption (i.e. ays(440) = 0.1443 m−1, Sys = 0.0193 nm−1), and ±47%
for low chlorophyll a concentrations (i.e. 0.3 mg m−3) and high yellow
substance absorption (i.e. ays(440) = 0.6831 m−1, Sys = 0.0193 nm−1). The
propagation of the R35 uncertainty on Chl estimation, tested via the OC2v2
algorithm, shows values varying between ±14% for high chlorophyll a
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concentrations and low yellow substance absorption, and ±200% for low
chlorophyll a concentrations and high yellow substance absorption.

Keeping the same atmosphere-water conditions, it has been observed
that the atmospheric correction scheme is quite sensitive to seasonal changes
in the solar zenith, producing an overestimation of τa(λ8), ν, Lw(λ) and R35

during winter (i.e. for high θ0), and their underestimation during summer
(i.e. for low θ0). The opposite occurs for Chl.

In the theoretical evaluation of the accuracy of the atmospheric correc-
tion method, a knowledge of the exact value of Lw(λ7,8) and no instrumental
noise in Ltot(λ) were assumed. As already pointed out (Bulgarelli & Zibordi
2003), the introduction of noise at λ7 and λ8, accounting for the signal-to-
noise ratio and the inexact prediction of the water-leaving radiance in the
NIR, can lead to increased uncertainties in the estimated ν and Lw(λ) at
λ1 − λ6. This holds true mainly in the presence of heavy sediment loads.
Other phenomena, like bottom reflection and the adjacency effect, can
contribute to greater uncertainties, particularly in coastal areas. Bottom
effects may lead to Lw(λi) being overestimated at λ5 and, to a lesser extent,
at λ4 and λ3. The adjacency effect may produce spectral variations in
the estimation of Lw(λi) mainly as a function of the reflectance of the
surrounding land cover. However, these uncertainties are strictly dependent
on the features of each specific site and have thus been omitted from the
present study. The results presented here support the following general
conclusions on the atmospheric correction scheme:

(i) the accuracy of derived atmospheric products (i.e. the spectral aerosol
optical thickness and the Ångström exponent) is relatively high, as
confirmed by the analysis of match-ups between satellite-derived and
in situ measurements;

(ii) the determination of the water-leaving radiance fails in the blue part
of the spectrum, but shows different levels of accuracy at the other
wavelengths as a function of the atmospheric and marine constituents.
It is worth stressing that misestimation of the water-leaving radiance
in the blue part of the spectrum also occurs in other widely used
processing codes (Zibordi et al. 2003);

(iii) the estimation of the remote sensing reflectance ratio at λ3 and λ5

(used in many bio-optical algorithms) exhibits an accuracy that could
be acceptable for environmental studies (exceptions are the cases
characterized by low pigment concentrations associated with high
yellow substance absorption).

The evaluation of the accuracy of satellite-derived data using match-
ups of in situ and SeaWiFS data was only performed for atmospheric
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parameters, but a proper validation of the satellite-derived marine param-
eters on the basis of highly accurate in situ measurements is obviously
also desirable. Lastly, the general results of the present paper once
more underline the urgent need for more advanced algorithms for the
interpretation of optical remote sensing marine data, leading to a better
integration of the atmosphere and water systems.
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